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Title: People of the Philippines vs. Lilia Gutierrez y Franco

Facts:
On July 13, 1984, Lilia Gutierrez y Franco visited her sister-in-law, Lourdes Elpedes, at
Nichols Airbase, Pasay City, and sought permission to take her 2 1/2-year-old son Hazel for
a day as her husband wanted to spend time with his nephew at their residence in Paco,
Manila. Lourdes agreed, and it was agreed that Hazel would be returned by 4:00 P.M. that
same day. However, when Lilia arrived at her home, she found that her husband and their
belongings  were  gone.  Distraught,  she  went  to  her  former  employers,  Mr.  and  Mrs.
Abraham Felipe  in  Intramuros,  presenting  the  child  as  her  own  and  entered  into  an
agreement, surrendering the child to them in exchange for P250.00.

When Hazel was not returned on time, his parents, Lourdes and Frank Elpedes, searched
for Lilia. On July 15, 1984, Frank found Lilia in a telephone booth, and with the help of
Patrolman Diosdado Deotoy, they went to the Felipe’s house in Intramuros but did not find
the child there. Upon further information, they went to Cogeo, Antipolo, Rizal, and found
Hazel at the Felipe’s residence there. Lilia admitted to having “sold” the child to avenge her
husband’s abandonment. She was then arrested and has been in detention since.

Lourdes testified about her trust in Lilia and the events that followed. Patrolman Deotoy
testified about the recovery operations,  affirming Lilia’s  admissions.  Patrolman Ernesto
Callos confirmed Lilia’s voluntary admission during the police investigation.

Lilia defended herself by stating she was merely temporarily entrusting Hazel to the Felipes
while searching for her husband and denied any intention to sell the child. She claimed to
be illiterate and thus didn’t understand the documents she thumb marked.

The trial court convicted her, sentencing her to reclusion perpetua.

Issues:
1.  Whether Lilia  Gutierrez y  Franco deliberately  failed to return Hazel  Elpedes to his
parents.
2. Application and interpretation of the elements of Article 270 of the Revised Penal Code
(Kidnapping and Failure to Return a Minor).
3. Consideration of mitigating circumstances in determining the appropriate penalty.

Court’s Decision:
1. **Deliberate Failure to Return**: The Court found the prosecution established that Lilia
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deliberately failed to return Hazel to his parents. Her actions, from initial custody to the
eventual “sale” and subsequent complex retrieval of the child indicate intent not to return
him.
– Lilia’s acknowledgment of her misrepresentations and unfulfilled duty cast doubt on her
defense.
– Despite emotional turmoil  due to her husband’s abandonment, leaving the child with
Felipes, and making no moves to return him highlighted deliberate defiance.

2.  **Elements  of  Article  270**:  The  Supreme  Court  confirmed  that  both  elements  of
kidnapping and failure to return a minor were satisfied:
– **Entrustment of Custody**: Lilia was granted custody by Hazel’s parent on trust, which
she admitted.
–  **Deliberate  Failure  to  Return**:  Despite  protocol  discrepancies,  overall  evidence
confirmed non-restoration intent, meeting the statutory requirement.

3. **Mitigating Circumstances**:
–  Lilia’s  emotional  distress  and  lack  of  education  were  acknowledged  by  the  Court,
indicating no inherent malevolent intent.
– Despite this, legislative mandate under Article 63 precluded reduction in penalty strictly
based on these circumstances.

However, the Supreme Court allowed room for clemency and recommended an early pardon
considering Lilia’s plight and prolonged pre-trial detention, already exceeding seven years.

Doctrine:
The case reaffirmed the doctrine under Article 270, observing the necessary and sufficient
elements:
1. Custody Entrustment.
2. Deliberate Failure to Return.

Class Notes:
– **Article 270, Revised Penal Code**: Defines elements for crimes related to custody of
minors and obligations thereof.
– **Entrustment of Custody**: Established through agreement or temporary grant.
– **Deliberate Failure to Return**:  Actions demonstrating intent not to return custody,
irrespective  of  motive.  Morality  or  emotional  duress  does  not  mitigate  statutory  duty
fulfillment.
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– **Hearsay Rule Considerations**: Testimonies from non-participatory rescuers classified
as hearsay need supporting testimonies  from actual  participants  –  influence over  final
judgment was minimal due to holistic evidence assessment.
– **Mitigating Factors Influence**: Emotional distress or lack of education acknowledged
but not as direct sentence mitigators. Importance highlighted for clemency considerations
via executive clemency as prescribed under criminal law norms.

Historical Background:
In  1984,  amidst  socio-political  instability,  domestic  integrity  cases  highlighted  broader
societal  effect  issues,  accentuating  the  intersection  of  personal  crises  with  statutory
obligations. The ruling underscored the judiciary’s tightrope walk amidst evolving societal
morals and rigid legality, marking progressive clemency considerations over harsh penal
mandates.


